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Abstract
Three emissions inventories have been used with a fully Lagrangian
trajectory model to calculate the stratospheric accumulation of water
vapour emissions from aircraft, and the resulting radiative forcing. The
annual and global-mean radiative forcing due to present-day aviation wa-
ter vapour emissions has been found to be 0.9 [0.3 to 1.4] mW m−2. This
is around a factor of three smaller than the value given in recent assess-
ments, and the upper bound is much lower than a recently suggested
20 mW m−2 upper bound. This forcing is sensitive to the vertical dis-
tribution of emissions, and, to a lesser extent, interannual variability in
meteorology. Large differences in the vertical distribution of emissions
within the inventories have been identified, which result in the choice of
inventory being the largest source of differences in the calculation of the
radiative forcing due to the emissions.
Analysis of Northern Hemisphere trajectories demonstrates that the
assumption of an e-folding time is not always appropriate for stratospheric
emissions. A linear model is more representative for emissions that enter
the stratosphere far above the tropopause.
1 Introduction1
The radiative forcing due to aviation water vapour emissions has often been2
assumed to be negligible (e.g. Sausen et al. (2005)), and their climate impact3
has not recently been reported in detail. However, a recent European assessment4
(Lee et al. (2010); see also Lee et al. (2009)) of the climate impact of aviation5
indicated a very large uncertainty in this forcing, with a best estimate of 2.86
mW m−2 and an upper limit of the 90% likelihood range reaching 20 mW m−27
for the 2005 radiative forcing. This would exceed the best-estimate forcing due8
to oxides of nitrogen and linear contrails, and indeed would be comparable to9
the best estimate for aviation CO2 radiative forcing (28 mW m−2). Hence, it10
is important to investigate whether the reported “best estimate” is robust, and11
whether the reported likelihood range is justified.12
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Many studies investigating the climate impact of water vapour emissions fo-13
cus on hypothetical fleets of either supersonic or liquid hydrogen fuelled aircraft,14
or forecast subsonic fleets (e.g. Gauss et al. (2003), Morris et al. (2003), Ponater15
et al. (2006)). There are few published estimates of the climate impact of water16
vapour emissions calculated using present-day global emissions from aviation,17
and none that are based on a high-resolution representation of the atmospheric18
circulation.19
Both horizontal and vertical resolution have been shown to be important20
when calculating stratosphere to troposphere exchange (e.g. Kentarchos et al.21
(2000); Land et al. (2002)), which is likely to be an issue when evaluating22
the climate impact of water vapour emissions. Only stratospheric emissions23
of water vapour by aviation are likely to significantly perturb the background24
humidity, and hence have a radiative effect, because of their persistence and the25
low ambient humidity there.26
In this paper a number of aviation emission inventories will be compared,27
and the sensitivity of the mass of water vapour emissions deposited directly into28
the stratosphere to meteorology and inventory choice will be discussed. A fully29
Lagrangian trajectory model will be used to find the perturbation to the natural30
background humidity resulting from water vapour emissions using the different31
inventories. New estimates of the residence time of water vapour emissions in32
the stratosphere are also presented alongside an analysis of the validity of the33
commonly used e-folding lifetime. Residence times presented here are calculated34
directly from the perturbation concentrations, avoiding the need for assumptions35
about the nature of the decay of the aviation-induced perturbations with time.36
The radiative forcing due to the perturbation in water vapour amounts due to37
aviation emissions is then presented, and the sources of uncertainty discussed.38
2 Data sets39
Meteorological data are primarily taken from the European Centre for Medium-40
range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011).41
ERA-Interim extends from 1979 to the present, and has been used on model42
levels with a resolution of T255 L60 to calculate trajectories. Gridded data43
on 37 isobaric surfaces, and on the |PV|=2 PVU (1 PVU=1×106 K m2 kg−144
s−1) surface, with a horizontal resolution of ∼0.703◦×0.703◦ has been used to45
identify the tropopause. Liu et al. (2010) highlight problems with over dispersion46
in vertical transport when trajectories are calculated based on ERA-40 data,47
showing ERA-Interim to be clearly superior for the present purposes.48
Some ERA-Operational data are also used to test the sensitivity of the result49
to the choice of meteorological data set. Where these data are used it is on model50
levels with a resolution of T159 L60, and on 23 isobaric levels with a horizontal51
resolution of ∼1.125◦×1.125◦.52
Aviation water vapour emissions are taken from three inventories: Aviation53
Environment Design Tool (AEDT) (Kim et al., 2005) for 2006, AERO2k (Eyers54
et al., 2004) for 2002, and QUANTIFY (Owen et al., 2010) for 2000. The55
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Inventory Annual total Total emissions % emissions
emissions (Tg) above 9 km (Tg) above 9 km
AEDT 233 155 67
AERO2k 191 94 49
QUANTIFY 266 204 77
Table 1: Global- and annual-total emissions of water vapour (Tg) from AEDT
(2006), AERO2k (2002) and QUANTIFY (2000), total emissions above 9 km
(Tg), and the percentage of total emissions above 9 km.
fact that the inventories are for different years limits the possibilities for direct56
comparison, although the differences are not expected to be large between years57
that are so close together. The analysis presented in this paper primarily focuses58
on the more recent AEDT inventory. Both AEDT and AERO2k can predict fuel59
burn with an average error of< 5% compared to operational values when aircraft60
movements are known (Malwitz et al. (2005); Eyers et al. (2004)). AEDT and61
AERO2k both incorporate 4D movement data over the US and western Europe,62
and rely on schedule data for the rest of the world (Kim et al. (2005); Eyers63
et al. (2004)). However, AERO2k is based on only six weeks of 4D data, and64
six days of schedule data, with monthly data calculated based on annual trends65
in Official Airline Guide schedules (Eyers et al., 2004). AEDT incorporates as66
much real data as possible, and uses a much more extensive database of aircraft67
performance parameters (Kim et al., 2005). Hence, it is believed to be most68
accurate.69
2.1 Vertical distribution of emissions70
The residence time of water vapour emissions in the stratosphere has been shown71
in previous studies to be sensitive to the height of the emissions above the72
tropopause (e.g. Gettelman (1998)). Hence, the effect of differences in the73
vertical distribution of water vapour emissions between inventories needs to be74
investigated. The global-mean vertical distribution of annual-total water vapour75
emissions in AERO2k, QUANTIFY and AEDT are shown in Figure 1. Table 176
shows the total mass of emissions, and the mass of emissions above 9 km, in77
each inventory.78
The maximum emissions, and the largest differences between the vertical79
profiles from the three inventories, are found at cruise altitudes between 9 and80
12 km. Typical tropopause altitudes in the extratropics and polar latitudes tend81
to lie within, or just below, this altitude range. The impact of these differences82
on the accumulation of water vapour, and its radiative forcing, are quantified83
in Sections 5 and 6.84
In AEDT, the largest emissions are found at altitudes between 10 and 1285
km, while in AERO2k and QUANTIFY they are concentrated in a narrower86
range from 10 to 11 km. This results in a greater proportion of AEDT emis-87
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Figure 1: Global- and annual-mean altitude distribution of total water vapour
emissions due to aviation, as a percentage of the total, from AEDT (2006),
AERO2k (2002) and QUANTIFY (2000).
sions entering the atmosphere at high altitudes where they are more likely to88
accumulate, compared to AERO2k and QUANTIFY emissions (see Table 1).89
This difference is likely to be the result of variations in input data, and the90
use of specified cruise altitudes in AERO2k and QUANTIFY compared to a91
probability distribution about typical cruise altitudes in AEDT.92
Water vapour emissions are much more evenly distributed with altitude in93
AERO2k compared to AEDT and QUANTIFY. A similar distribution is also94
found in regional profiles (not shown). The cause of the relatively smooth95
altitude distribution of emissions in the AERO2k inventory is not known. As96
noted by Lee et al. (2010), it is difficult to identify the causes of differences97
amongst inventories, although we expect AEDT to be more reliable as it is98
based on much more extensive movement data.99
3 Direct deposition of emissions into the strato-100
sphere101
Previous studies suggest that anything between 18% and 44% of total aviation102
emissions enter the stratosphere directly (Gettelman and Baughcum (1999)).103
For the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC) the estimates lie between 33%104
(Hoinka et al., 1993) and 62-67% (Forster et al., 2003). There are a number105
of possible reasons for these differences. They each use different emission and106
meteorological data sets for different years. They also use different tropopause107
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definitions, which have been shown to influence the amount of emissions cal-108
culated to enter into the stratosphere, and consequently their radiative impact109
(Gettelman (1998), Forster et al. (2003)). The lack of an accepted definition of110
the boundaries of the NAFC further complicates the comparison.111
In this section we present a case study of the sensitivity of emissions into the112
stratosphere for the NAFC. The NAFC is defined here as the region bounded113
by 0◦W, 65◦W, 40◦N, and 65◦N to encompass both transatlantic flight paths,114
and the typical latitudes of the extratropical jet. About 20% of global avia-115
tion emissions enter the atmosphere in this region. A blended tropopause is116
used, combining a dynamic tropopause (the height of the PV=2PVU surface)117
in the extratropics and a thermal tropopause in the tropics, using the algorithm118
described by Wilcox et al. (2012).119
3.1 Sensitivity to emissions inventory120
Figure 2(a) shows the percentage of column total emissions in the NAFC enter-121
ing the stratosphere directly for February 2006 meteorology (chosen to corre-122
spond to the year of the AEDT inventory). The percentages are calculated using123
tropopause position calculated every 6 hours for February 2006, and monthly124
total emissions from the three inventories, so that all the time-variation seen125
in the plot is due to changes in tropopause height. On average 61% of AEDT126
and QUANTIFY emissions enter the stratosphere directly, compared to 54%127
of AERO2k emissions. This is due to the higher cruise altitude (AEDT), and128
higher proportion of time spent at cruise altitude (QUANTIFY). However, when129
6 hourly AEDT emissions are used, in excess of 80% of column total emissions130
can enter the stratosphere directly in a given 6 hour period (Figure 2(b)).131
3.2 Seasonal variation in deposition132
Figure 3 shows the monthly-mean variation in the percentage of emissions de-133
posited into the NAFC and global stratosphere for 2006, using the 6 hourly134
dynamic tropopause. The NAFC and global percentages peak in March at 64%135
and 31% respectively. Minima occur in June for the NAFC (38%) and August136
globally (16%). Figure 3 also shows the NAFC case using fixed February AEDT137
emissions. This is almost identical to the monthly varying AEDT case, empha-138
sising that the seasonal variation is primarily driven by changing tropopause139
height, rather than seasonal changes in emission height in the inventory.140
3.3 Interannual variation in deposition141
Figure 4 shows the daily and interannual variation in the percentage of emissions142
deposited into the NAFC stratosphere directly for December to March (DJFM)143
for 6 different years using monthly-mean AEDT emissions. The choice of winters144
was motivated by the variations in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which145
is the primary mode of meteorological variability in the NAFC (e.g. Marshall146
et al. (2001)) (note that we neglect any dependence of the flight routing on the147
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Figure 2: (a): The percentage of emissions entering the stratosphere directly for
the NAFC with February 2006 meteorology, calculated using a 6 hourly dynamic
tropopause and monthly-total AEDT, AERO2k, and QUANTIFY emissions.
(b): As for panel (a), but using 6 hourly AEDT emissions.
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Figure 3: Monthly-mean emissions into the stratosphere as a percentage of the
total in 2006. The solid line shows the NAFC values calculated using 6-hourly
emissions and a 6-hourly tropopause. The dashed line shows the same, but
using February emissions in all months. The dotted line shows the global values
calculated using 6-hourly emissions and a 6-hourly tropopause. Emissions are
from AEDT, and the dynamic tropopause is used.
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NAO). Emissions into the stratosphere in winters with a strongly positive or148
negative NAO index are shown in the upper and lower panel of Figure 4 respec-149
tively. The range between different years is typically 20%, although occasional150
outliers (such as January 2006, see Figure 4(a)) are clear. There is no signifi-151
cant correlation between the NAO index and stratospheric emission deposition.152
Although the NAO influences the gradient of the tropopause across the NAFC,153
it does not necessarily influence the average tropopause height. The monthly-154
mean percentage of emissions emitted directly into the NAFC stratosphere was155
found, as expected, to be correlated with the monthly-mean tropopause height,156
with r2=0.88.157
4 The trajectory model158
Fully Lagrangian trajectories have been calculated using the Methven et al.159
(2003) trajectory model. The model uses a 4th order Runge-Kutta method,160
with a 1 hour time step. Methven (1997) demonstrated that this time step161
is sufficiently small compared to the 6 hours between wind records that the162
integration errors in the model will be negligible compared to time truncation163
errors in the advecting wind field.164
Trajectories are integrated on a sphere in spherical co-ordinates, using the165
shallow-atmosphere approximation. Horizontal wind components are taken di-166
rectly from ERA-Interim wind data. Vertical wind is found from mass conser-167
vation via the continuity equation. The value of a given field is found at the168
position of each trajectory particle by interpolating the gridded data. Bilinear169
interpolation is used in the horizontal. In the vertical, Lagrange interpolation170
is used to capture the large gradients at the tropopause (Methven, 1997).171
Water vapour is treated as a passive tracer. The only modelled removal pro-172
cess for emissions into the stratosphere is transport across the tropopause. Once173
the trajectory particles enter the troposphere it is assumed that they quickly174
lose their stratospheric properties through mixing, and that their associated hu-175
midity is negligible compared to the natural background. Particles are labelled176
as having lost their stratospheric properties after spending 24 consecutive hours177
below the tropopause. This criterion takes account of the typical length of178
time that particles spend on temporary excursions into the troposphere, and179
also represents a good approximation to typical mixing timescales (e.g. Shapiro180
(1980)). We do not explicitly model removal processes for trajectories beyond181
passive transport across the tropopause, the formation of ice, for example, and182
this is a source of uncertainty in our estimates. The calculated accumulation of183
water vapour is insensitive to the choice of longer removal timescales, but quite184
sensitive to the choice of shorter timescales that approximate the inclusion of185
additional removal processes. A 48 hr removal criterion increases the accumu-186
lated mass by up to 5%, instant removal decreases the accumulated mass by187
20%, compared to the values for a 24 hr criterion.188
As an example of transport calculated from trajectories, 50-day trajectories189
have been released on a regular 2◦×2◦×5 hPa×1 day grid in the NAFC for190
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Figure 4: The percentage of emissions directly into the NAFC stratosphere
using monthly-mean AEDT emissions and a 6 hourly tropopause for DJFM for
selected years, where Day 1 is 1 December and so on. Winters with a strongly
positive NAO index are shown in panel (a), and those with a strongly negative
NAO index are shown in panel (b).
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each day in January 2004. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the number191
of particles remaining in the stratosphere for sets of particles released far above192
the extratropical tropopause at the typical cruise pressure of 225 hPa (∼11 km)193
(Figure 5a), and close to the tropopause at 300 hPa (∼9.2 km) (Figure 5b). The194
number of particles remaining in the stratosphere decreases quasi-exponentially195
with time for particles released at 300 hPa. However, for particles released at196
225 hPa the decrease is more linear in time.197
When particles are released far above the tropopause, their rate of descent is198
determined by diabatic heating as they have to cross isentropic surfaces. When199
they are released closer to the tropopause they can be removed from the strato-200
sphere along isentropic surfaces, or via mixing events like tropopause folding.201
The removal of particles is then more of a quasi-random process, resulting in an202
exponential decrease in numbers.203
Schoeberl et al. (1998) also found that the decrease in particle numbers204
is not always exponential. However, unlike the results presented here, they205
only identified deviations from exponential decay at altitudes above the cruise206
altitudes of most subsonic aircraft.207
5 Accumulation of emissions in the stratosphere208
2-day long trajectories were released on a 1◦×1◦×152 m×6 hr grid, covering209
the Northern Hemisphere. Trajectories were initialised on pressure levels cor-210
responding to the AEDT pressure-height levels, which are based on the as-211
sumption of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) standard212
atmosphere. Releases were made every 152 m between 466 hPa and 151 hPa.213
151 hPa corresponds to a pressure-altitude of 13.6 km. 466 hPa corresponds to214
the altitude of the climatological minimum tropopause in December to March215
(6.1 km), when most of the trajectory analyses are performed and the minimum216
climatological tropopause occurs.217
Once calculated, the 2-day trajectories were passed into an accumulation218
routine, which assigned a mass of water vapour from AEDT to each trajectory,219
passed mass from finishing trajectories to new 2-day long trajectories, removed220
any tropospheric mass using the dynamic tropopause definition and the 24 hour221
removal criterion, and found the accumulated mass at each point. This process222
is then repeated, using a succession of 2-day trajectories for the time period of223
interest.224
The calculation of trajectories is very computationally expensive. South-225
ern Hemisphere emissions, which represent 5% of the global total and are not226
expected to result in significant stratospheric accumulation, are neglected in227
order to allow higher resolution calculations to be performed in the Northern228
Hemisphere. The accumulation routine is not mass conserving as trajectories229
can be lost across the boundaries. In an idealised test, with one unit of mass230
released at each point on the release grid, 2.5% of trajectories crossed the Equa-231
tor. However, when actual emissions and the tropopause removal criterion were232
used, no mass was lost in this way. Trajectories were generally passed into the233
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Figure 5: The fraction of input particles remaining in the stratosphere with time
after their release at (a): 225 hPa and (b): 300 hPa in the NAFC in January
2004, calculated from ERA-Interim trajectories. Each individual line represents
a release at 0Z on each day of the month.
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Figure 6: Annual-mean zonal-mean perturbation of water vapour (ppbv) from
AEDT 2006 emissions (contours), and the 2006 annual-mean zonal-mean ERA-
Interim tropopause (heavy line).
troposphere, and hence the mass was lost by tropospheric mixing. 9.2% of tra-234
jectories in the same idealised test were lost above the upper boundary. Only235
3.2% of actual input mass is lost via this route, as only a small mass of water236
vapour is input into the stratosphere near the upper boundary. It was found237
that this mass loss could not be notably reduced by the inclusion of a further238
10 levels at lower pressures.239
The accumulated mass due to stratospheric emissions was calculated for240
2006, using 6 hourly AEDT emissions. Figure 6 shows the annual-mean zonal-241
mean perturbation in the Northern Hemisphere, and the annual-mean zonal-242
mean tropopause. The perturbation extends from ∼25◦N to the pole, with some243
extension below the tropopause, which results from the variation of tropopause244
height with longitude and the use of the 24 hour removal criterion. The alti-245
tude of the maximum perturbation is close to that of maximum emission (see246
Figure 1), near 11 km. The maximum zonal-mean annual-mean perturbation is247
64 ppbv. The annual mean accumulation of mass in the stratosphere is 4.4 Tg.248
The structure and magnitude of the zonal-mean accumulated emissions are249
comparable with the work of Fichter (2009) who found a maximum zonal-mean250
perturbation of 69 ppbv; Gauss et al. (2003) found 109 ppbv for the NASA251
2015 inventory, which equates to a 63 ppbv perturbation if scaled by the ratio252
of the total AEDT emissions to the total NASA 2015 emissions; and Morris253
et al. (2003) found 100 ppbv for the NASA 2015 inventory, which scales to a254
58 ppbv AEDT 2006 equivalent. The results shown in Figure 6 also compare255
well with the 55 ppbv maximum perturbation at 10 km found by Danilin et al.256
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Figure 7: Maximum zonal-mean monthly-mean water vapour perturbation
(ppbv) calculated using AEDT 2006 emissions and ERA-Interim trajectories
(solid line). The monthly-mean mass (Tg) of water vapour accumulated in the
stratosphere is also shown (dotted line).
(1998). However, the magnitudes of the perturbations are much smaller than257
those presented by Hoinka et al. (1993) (380 ppbv). Fortuin et al. (1995) chose258
residence times of 0.5 and 2.5 years, based on the then available literature,259
deriving changes in mixing ratio of 76 and 380 ppbv respectively, using a simple260
1-dimensional approach. Their lower value is much nearer to the value derived261
here.262
There is a strong seasonal cycle in both the peak zonal-mean monthly-mean263
perturbation, and the total mass of emissions accumulated in the stratosphere264
(see Figure 7). The largest peak zonal-mean perturbation of 85 ppbv occurs in265
April, and the smallest occurs in July (50 ppbv). This cycle mirrors the cycle in266
the total accumulated mass in the stratosphere, except that the maximum mass267
in the stratosphere (6.1 Tg) occurs in March. The cycle is broadly consistent268
with the annual cycle of the emissions into the stratosphere in the NAFC shown269
in Figure 3.270
The cycle in the peak zonal-mean perturbation is comparable to the cycle271
identified by Fichter (2009) who found a maximum zonal-mean perturbation of272
107 ppbv in May and 45 ppbv in September using the TRADEOFF inventory273
and EC39A model. However, the cycle found here has a smaller amplitude, and274
is shifted by two months. When the TRADEOFF inventory is used with the275
Methven (1997) trajectory model, the perturbations are 30% smaller than those276
found by Fichter (2009), probably reflecting the different treatment of transport277
and removal processes.278
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Jan Feb Mar
ppbv Tg ppbv Tg ppbv Tg
DJFM 2003/2004 60 5.5 64 5.7 70 5.4
DJFM 1994/1995 60 5.7 63 6.0 70 6.1
DJFM 1995/1996 66 5.5 65 6.0 75 6.0
DJFM 1997/1998 66 5.6 66 5.7 71 5.7
Table 2: Maximum zonal-mean monthly-mean perturbation (ppbv) and the
monthly-mean mass accumulated in the stratosphere (Tg), for the four winters
considered.
5.1 Sensitivity to interannual variability in meteorology279
Stratospheric water vapour perturbations due to aircraft emissions have been280
calculated for DJFM 2003/2004, DJFM 1994/1995, DJFM 1995/1996, and281
DJFM 1997/1998. These years were chosen as they represent different phases of282
the NAO (the DJFM time series of this index is available at www.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/jhurrel/indices.html).283
DJFM 2003/2004 is a winter with only a very slightly negative NAO index284
(-0.07), and will be used as a base case for comparison with the other win-285
ters. DJFM 1994/1995 has a strongly positive NAO index (3.96), and DJFM286
1995/1996 has a strongly negative NAO index (-3.78). A large El Nin˜o occurred287
in DJFM 1997/1998. The NAO index had a value of 0.72 in that period. Typi-288
cally, it takes 2 to 3 weeks for the mass of the accumulated water vapour in the289
stratosphere to reach equilibrium. Hence, December is regarded as a spin-up290
month.291
There is a degree of inter-annual variability in the magnitude and structure of292
the water vapour perturbations. The primary drivers of this variability appear293
to be the height of the zonal-mean tropopause and the sign of the zonal-mean294
vertical velocities. However, there is no obvious link between the phase of the295
NAO and the structure of the zonal-mean perturbation, which is consistent with296
the lack of variation in the deposition of emissions into the stratosphere related297
to different phases of the NAO (Figure 4). The strongly negative and positive298
NAO case studies actually result in perturbations that are more similar to each299
other than they are to the base case.300
Table 2 shows the peak zonal-mean monthly-mean stratospheric water vapour301
perturbations for each of the months considered, and the accumulated mass in302
the stratosphere. The perturbations have a spread of 10% of the maximum per-303
turbation in January, and 5% in February and March. The accumulated mass304
has a spread of 3% of the maximum accumulation in January, 6% in February,305
and 13% in March.306
5.2 Sensitivity to emissions inventory307
Calculations were performed for DJFM 2003/2004 meteorology using the AERO2k308
and QUANTIFY inventories, in addition to the AEDT inventory. As shown in309
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Figure 1, the three inventories have different vertical emission distributions,310
which influences the mass of the emissions that enter the stratosphere directly311
(Figure 2). Consistent with this, there is also a large impact on the accumu-312
lated mass of water vapour in the stratosphere, with AEDT almost double the313
mass (5.5 Tg) is accumulated compared with AERO2k (2.8 Tg) using January314
2004 meteorology for both. QUANTIFY gives similar results (5.1 Tg) to AEDT315
(Table 3). The distribution of the accumulated emissions is similar for all three316
inventories.317
6 Radiative forcing due to aviation water vapour318
emissions319
The radiative forcing due to aviation water vapour emissions has been calculated320
using the Edwards and Slingo (1996) radiative transfer model (ES). ES is a321
broadband code based on the two-stream approximation to the radiative transfer322
equations. For shortwave calculations the ‘Practical Improved Flux Method’323
from Zdunkowski et al. (1980) was used. For longwave calculations the 1985324
version of the Practical Improved Flux Method was used, with Elsasser’s value325
of 1.66 for the diffusivity factor.326
ES was used with 9 bands in the longwave region, and 6 in the shortwave.327
The spectral characteristics follow those used in the 60 level HadGEM2 model328
(Collins et al., 2008). Scattering is considered, and clouds are represented us-329
ing the maximum random overlap approximation. The Gaussian integration330
method, with six intervals, is used to integrate the shortwave irradiance over331
daylight hours for the 15th day of each month, which is used as a monthly-mean.332
Two radiative forcings are calculated (see e.g. Forster et al. (2007)). The333
first is the instantaneous forcing, in which the water vapour is perturbed but334
all other parameters are kept fixed. The second, which we will focus on as it is335
considered to be more relevant (Forster et al., 2007), is the adjusted radiative336
forcing, in which stratospheric temperatures are adjusted to a new equilibrium337
in response to the water vapour change. Since the stratosphere cools in response338
to the addition of water vapour, and thus acts to decrease the infrared emission339
into the troposphere, the forcing is decreased relative to the instantaneous case340
(e.g. Forster and Shine (2002)). The temperature adjustment is calculated using341
the fixed-dynamical heating approximation (Fels et al., 1980).342
There has been some debate about the usefulness of broadband radiation343
models for quantifying the radiative effects of stratospheric water vapour per-344
turbations (e.g. Forster et al. (2001); Oinas et al. (2001); Maycock and Shine345
(2012)). Myhre et al. (2009) compared a series of broadband models, to more346
accurate line-by-line and narrowband models, for a uniform perturbation of 3347
to 3.7 ppmv in the stratosphere, and for perturbations due to subsonic and su-348
personic aircraft emissions. They found that the difference in net instantaneous349
radiative forcing between models was in excess of a factor of two, and that350
the results from ES in particular deviated from the results from other models351
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(their Figure 1). However, the adjusted radiative forcing from ES compared352
well with the results from a narrowband model (their Figure 3) although there353
was a significant dependence on the exact configuration of the ES code used. As354
shown by Maycock and Shine (2012) the ES code gives a 15-30% (depending on355
stratospheric conditions) higher adjusted forcing compared to a more detailed356
radiation code. Although more sophisticated codes are available, the large num-357
ber of calculations that were required for this work meant that a fast code was358
needed. As adjusted radiative forcing will primarily be considered, the ES code359
was used.360
Zonal-mean monthly-mean climatological fields of pressure, temperature,361
specific humidity, ozone, cloud cover, and cloud liquid and ice water contents362
have been produced from gridded ERA-Interim data, and used as input to ES.363
Well-mixed concentrations of methane (704 ppbv), carbon dioxide (320 ppmv),364
nitrous oxide (260 ppbv), and oxygen (23.6%) are also specified. ES is used with365
a spatial resolution of 1◦ latitude, with 37 pressure levels up to 1 hPa, matching366
the vertical resolution of ERA-Interim. The radiative forcing is interpolated to367
the position of the ERA-Interim tropopause.368
Radiative forcing calculations have been performed for the perturbations dis-369
cussed in Section 5. The sensitivity of the radiative forcing due to aviation water370
vapour emissions to the background meteorology is investigated using January,371
February, and March perturbations for five winters: 1995, 1996, 1998, 2004 and372
2006. In each case trajectories for the winter being investigated are used with373
emissions from the AEDT 2006 inventory. Radiative forcing calculations are374
performed using the relevant background climatology and tropopause for that375
season. The effect of the choice of emissions inventory on radiative forcing is376
also quantified. The seasonal cycle in radiative forcing, and its annual average,377
are presented based on perturbations calculated using ERA-Interim trajectories378
and the AEDT 2006 inventory.379
Figure 8 shows the adjusted radiative forcing and accumulated mass in the380
stratosphere due to aviation water vapour emissions for the meteorology of381
February 1995, 1996, 1998, 2004 and 2006. February is shown, as this is the382
month with the largest spread at any given latitude (up to a third of the max-383
imum forcing). The forcings are comparable equatorward of ∼45◦N, but they384
diverge poleward of this latitude. In 1995 and 1996 the distribution of forcings385
is very similar, despite the contrasting NAO indices in these years. There is386
not necessarily correspondence between the total accumulated aviation water387
vapour in the stratosphere and the adjusted radiative forcing as the radiative388
forcing is dependent both on the mass of water vapour, and its position relative389
to the tropopause.390
The largest range of global-mean radiative forcing values across the four391
winters considered occurs in March, with a spread of 23% of the maximum392
radiative forcing. The smallest range of values is found in January (8% of393
the maximum January-mean forcing). In January and February the maximum394
global-mean monthly-mean forcing occurs in 1996. In March it occurs in 1995.395
Radiative forcing was also calculated for January, February and March using396
2004 meteorology and the AEDT, AERO2k and QUANTIFY inventories. The397
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8: (a): Zonal-mean monthly-mean adjusted radiative forcing and (b):
zonal-total column-total monthly-mean accumulated mass for January 2004,
1995, 1996, and 1998 and 2006 meteorology and AEDT 2006 emissions.
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Inventory Accumulated mass (Tg) Adjusted radiative forcing
(mW m−2)
AEDT 5.5 1.38
AERO2k 2.8 0.68
QUANTIFY 5.1 1.21
AERO2k (norm.) 3.4 0.81
QUANTIFY (norm.) 4.5 1.07
Table 3: Monthly-mean accumulated mass and monthly-mean global-mean ad-
justed radiative forcing for January 2004 meteorology using AEDT, AERO2k,
and QUANTIFY emissions. ‘norm’ indicates where results have been nor-
malised to the total mass of AEDT emissions.
inventories are for different years, and have different monthly total emissions.398
Table 3 shows the monthly mean values for January for each inventory. The399
forcings are also presented for the AERO2k and QUANTIFY inventories nor-400
malised using the ratio of monthly total emissions to those from AEDT 2006.401
This removes any differences resulting from different total emissions, leaving402
only those due to different emissions distributions. However, even when the403
forcings are normalised with respect to AEDT emissions in this way, there is404
still a large spread in the radiative forcing (see Table 3), with radiative forcing405
due to AEDT emissions around 60% larger compared to that due to AERO2k.406
Even though QUANTIFY provides a greater mass of input emissions compared407
to AEDT (Table 1), a smaller radiative forcing results from this (Table 3), as408
the emissions are located at lower altitudes (Figure 1).409
Figure 9 shows the monthly-mean, global-mean adjusted radiative forcing410
due to AEDT water vapour emissions. The annual cycle is in phase with the411
annual cycle in total mass of water vapour accumulation in the stratosphere412
(Figure 7), with a maximum of 1.34 mW m−2 in March, and a minimum of413
0.36 mW m−2 in August. The annual-mean global-mean adjusted forcing at414
the dynamic tropopause is 0.86 mW m−2 for 2006. It can be seen from Figure 8415
that a degree of interannual variability should be expected in this value. For416
comparison, the annual-mean global-mean instantaneous forcing is 1.61 mW417
m−2.418
The uncertainties associated with interannual variability, the choice of in-419
ventory and meteorological data sets, the choice of tropopause definition, and420
the uncertainties associated with the radiative calculation are assumed to be421
independent. The uncertainty from the choice of inventory is ±30% based on422
the difference between radiative forcing from AEDT and AERO2k emissions,423
although it is believed that AEDT is more reliable, so this might overestimate424
the true uncertainty. Interannual variability in the meteorology introduces an425
uncertainty of ±25%, based on the range of radiative forcing estimates for differ-426
ent winters. This represents an upper limit as the uncertainty from interannual427
variability is based only on winter calculations here, and interannual variability428
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Figure 9: Global-mean monthly-mean adjusted radiative forcing for 2006, cal-
culated using AEDT 2006 emissions.
is expected to be smaller in the summer months. Following Myhre et al. (2009),429
a further ±25% uncertainty comes from the radiative calculations. An uncer-430
tainty of ±10% arises from the choice of the meteorological data set, based on431
the comparison of results from ERA-Operational and ERA-Interim trajectories432
and tropopause height. The choice of tropopause definition itself resulted in an433
uncertainty of ±30% in stratospheric deposition in the NAFC. It is expected434
that it will result in a smaller uncertainty in global-mean radiative forcing.435
However, this has not been tested, so it has been assumed that the choice of436
tropopause definition also results in a ±30% uncertainty in the radiative forcing,437
as we wish to determine the largest estimate of the uncertainty range. Sym-438
metric uncertainties have been presented here in order to give the largest range439
of estimates. However, this is unlikely to be the most accurate representation,440
particularly in the case of the emissions inventories where AEDT is believed to441
be more representative of the distribution of actual emissions. Similarly, ERA-442
Interim is believed to give more realistic results compared to ERA-Operational.443
Additionally, assuming that radiative forcing scales with mass accumulated in444
the stratosphere, there is also up to a 5% underestimate in global-mean radia-445
tive forcing that results from neglecting Southern Hemisphere emissions. As446
discussed in Section 4, assumptions about the loss of water vapour from the447
stratosphere also lead to an uncertainty, so that the stratospheric accumulation448
could be overestimated by 20% if all water vapour in cross-tropopause trajecto-449
ries was lost immediately. Because we have tried to quantify the upper limit of450
the uncertainties here, we interpret the overall uncertainty range as representing451
two standard deviations from the best estimate.452
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The square root of the sum of the squares of these uncertainties gives an over-453
all uncertainty of +56%/-60%. Hence, the annual-mean global-mean adjusted454
radiative forcing for 2006 is estimated to be 0.86 [0.34 to 1.34] mW m−2.455
The temperature change, calculated using the fixed-dynamical heating ap-456
proximation that is used for the stratospheric adjustment, due to aviation wa-457
ter vapour emissions is small. The largest change is located just above the458
tropopause near 60◦N, and reaches -50 mK in February.459
7 Comparison with previous work460
The best estimate of the adjusted radiative forcing due to aviation water vapour461
emissions presented here is small compared to those presented in the assessments462
of IPCC (1999) (1.5 mW m−2 for 1992), Sausen et al. (2005) (2.0 mW m−2 for463
2000), and Lee et al. (2009) (2.8 mW m−2 for 2005). The Sausen et al. (2005)464
and Lee et al. (2009, 2010) values are essentially scaled versions of the 1.5 mW465
m−2 presented in IPCC (1999), even though the IPCC value does not seem to466
be based on any detailed calculations (see their Section 6.3.5).467
Sausen et al. (2005) present mean values for the year 2000, found from the468
results of the TRADEOFF project. No emissions inventory was available for469
2000 at the time. They used a 1991/92 movements base year, corrected by470
ICAO statistics, to give 2000 emissions.471
Sausen et al. (2005) scaled their CO2, O3 and CH4 results by 1.15, following472
IPCC (1999), to account for the underestimate inherent in using an inventory,473
which arise from the assumptions of optimal routing. In IPCC (1999), this474
scaling is also applied to the water vapour radiative forcing. However, Sausen475
et al. (2005) do not discuss water vapour in any detail, and do not appear to476
apply this scaling factor. They find a radiative forcing due to water vapour of477
2.0 mW m−2 for 2000 emissions, which is much larger than the 0.86 mW m−2478
for 2006 emissions found here.479
Lee et al. (2009) also only briefly discuss water vapour forcing. They scale480
Sausen et al. (2005)’s year 2000 result to IEA fuel sales for 2005, to give an481
estimate of radiative forcing for the year 2005. Lee et al.’s (2009, 2010) best482
estimate was 2.8 mW m−2. This is three times larger than the value presented483
here, and double the upper end of our uncertainty range. The upper limit of484
Lee et al.’s (2009, 2010) likelihood range was 20.3 mW m−2. This is more than485
20 times larger than the best estimate presented here, and 15 times the upper486
end of the uncertainty range. It is deemed very unlikely that water vapour487
emissions from aircraft could cause such a large radiative forcing. The Lee et al.488
(2009) upper limit of the forcing does not originate from a detailed assessment of489
individual sources of uncertainty. Rather, it originates from the assumption that490
the uncertainties in the water vapour forcing follow a log-normal distribution491
and from a choice of a somewhat arbitrary near-zero lower limit to this forcing;492
this was influenced by an assertion that the IPCC (1999) had stated that the493
lower limit of the forcing was zero, although IPCC (1999) did not perform any494
detailed assessment of the water vapour forcing or its uncertainty.495
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Despite being small relative to the best estimates presented in the above as-496
sessments of the climate impact of aviation, our estimate of the radiative forcing497
due to aviation water vapour emissions is comparable to the estimates of Fichter498
(2009), Gauss et al. (2003), and Ponater et al. (2006). Fichter (2009) found an499
adjusted radiative forcing of 1.0 mW m−2 for TRADEOFF 2000 emissions,500
which she scaled up to 1.5 mW m−2 to account for uncertainties in the radia-501
tive calculation. Gauss et al. (2003) found an instantaneous radiative forcing of502
2.6 mW m−2 using the NASA 2015 inventory. When scaled to the AEDT 2006503
emissions, this has an equivalent of 1.51 mW m−2, which compares well to the504
instantaneous global-mean forcing of 1.61 mW m−2 found here. Ponater et al.505
(2006), also using the NASA 2015 inventory, found an adjusted radiative forcing506
of 2.8 mW m−2 for a fleet of cryoplanes, which has an AEDT 2006 equivalent507
of 0.64 mW m−2.508
The better agreement between these focused studies and the work presented509
here further suggests that the best estimate presented by Lee et al. (2009, 2010)510
is too large by at least a factor of two.511
8 Radiative forcing as a function of emission512
height513
Radiative forcing has been calculated for 500 m deep layers of emissions in514
order to illustrate how emissions at different heights contribute to the total515
radiative forcing. It also provides a simple means of estimating the impact of516
changing the altitude of emissions on radiative forcing, assuming an unchanged517
geographical distribution. Grewe and Stenke (2008) and Fichter (2009) have518
previously presented, on a latitude-height grid, a similar diagnostic. The values519
presented here are convolved with the geographical distribution of present-day520
aviation emissions and hence may be more easily applied to examining the521
impact of changes in the cruise altitude of the present-day fleet.522
The global-mean radiative forcing per Tg of input water vapour emissions523
per month, assuming the geographical distribution in the AEDT 2006 emissions,524
is shown in Figure 10 for January 2004 meteorology. Radiative forcing increases525
almost linearly with height of emission.526
The sum of the radiative forcings due to the separate layers of input emissions527
is 1.47 mW m−2 for AEDT emissions and January 2004 meteorology. This is528
within 10% of the radiative forcing estimate from the actual perturbation (1.38529
mW m−2), suggesting that for water vapour emissions specific radiative forcings530
could be combined with input emissions to give a good first-order estimate of the531
resultant radiative forcing, provided the geographical distribution of emissions532
is similar to that in AEDT.533
If all emissions that currently enter the atmosphere above 9 km are assumed534
to enter the stratosphere at an altitude of 12 km, with the same geographical535
distribution as AEDT 2006 emissions, the resultant radiative forcing can be536
estimated from Figure 10. A monthly emission above 9 km of 13 Tg (Table 1)537
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Figure 10: The global-mean adjusted radiative forcing per unit emissions as a
function of release altitude for January 2004 meteorology.
will have a radiative forcing of 0.31 mW m−2(Tg month−1)−1, giving a monthly-538
mean global-mean adjusted radiative forcing of 4.0 mW m−2. This value, which539
could be considered an extreme case, is still a factor of 5 smaller than the upper540
bound of the Lee et al. (2009, 2010) estimate.541
9 Conclusions542
Large differences have been identified in the distribution of emissions within543
the AEDT, AERO2k and QUANTIFY inventories. The largest differences are544
found at cruise altitudes. This results in marked differences in stratospheric545
deposition and accumulation, and represents the largest source of difference in546
the radiative forcing calculations performed here.547
Analysis of trajectories initialised in the lower stratosphere demonstrated548
that the assumption of an e-folding time for stratospheric emissions is not always549
appropriate, particularly for emissions far above the tropopause, where a linear550
model is more appropriate.551
Stratospheric deposition of emissions and accumulation are sensitive to the552
position of the tropopause, which results in a seasonal cycle in the accumulated553
emissions in the stratosphere. For 2006, peak zonal-mean monthly-mean ac-554
cumulated water vapour emissions had a maximum of 85 ppbv in April and a555
minimum of 50 ppbv in July. The annual average perturbation had a maximum556
zonal-mean of 64 ppbv.557
An annual-mean global-mean adjusted radiative forcing of 0.86 [0.34 to 1.34]558
mW m−2 was found for 2006, using AEDT 2006 emissions. This is around one559
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third of the best estimate presented in the recent assessments by Lee et al.560
(2009, 2010). The top of our uncertainty range, which we interpret to represent561
two standard deviations, is 15 times smaller than the upper bound of their 90%562
confidence interval, suggesting that a radiative forcing due to aviation water563
vapour emissions of this order is not plausible.564
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